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TARGET AUDIENCE
This course is intended for the following audiences:

- Application Consultant
- System Administrator
Lesson 1: Identifying SAP BW Architecture and Administration Tools

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Identify SAP BW architecture and administration tools

Lesson 2: Creating and Modifying SAP Business Explorer (BEx) Queries

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Create an SAP BEx query
● Modify an SAP BEx query
Lesson 1: Comparing Transactional and Analytical Security Needs

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Compare transactional and analytical security needs

Lesson 2: Differentiating Between Standard and Analysis Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Differentiate between standard and analysis authorizations

Lesson 3: Protecting Data with Analysis Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Protect data with analysis authorizations

Lesson 4: Identifying the Prerequisites for Analysis Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

● Identify the prerequisites for analysis authorizations
Lesson 1: Creating Standard Authorizations for Reporting Users

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Create standard authorizations for reporting users
Lesson 1: Creating Analysis Authorizations for InfoProvider Data
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Create analysis authorizations for InfoProvider data

Lesson 2: Enabling and Disabling the InfoArea Structure
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Enable and disable the InfoArea structure

Lesson 3: Identifying the Differences Between the Handling of Workbooks and Queries in Roles
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Identify the differences between the handling of workbooks and queries in roles
UNIT 5
Analysis Authorizations

Lesson 1: Creating Analysis Authorizations for Data from a Specific InfoProvider
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Create analysis authorizations for data from a specific InfoProvider

Lesson 2: Creating Analysis Authorizations for Specific Characteristic Values
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Create analysis authorizations for specific characteristic values

Lesson 3: Creating Analysis Authorizations for Aggregated Values
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Create analysis authorizations for aggregated values

Lesson 4: Creating Analysis Authorizations for "Not Assigned" Values
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Create analysis authorizations for "Not Assigned" values

Lesson 5: Creating Analysis Authorizations for Display and Navigational Attributes
Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
• Create analysis authorizations for display and navigational attributes
Lesson 6: Creating Key Figure Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Create key figure authorizations

Lesson 7: Creating Hierarchy Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Create hierarchy authorizations

Lesson 8: Adding Variables to Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Add variables to authorizations
Lesson 1: Maintaining Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Maintain authorizations
Lesson 1: Securing Data Access for Administrators

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Secure data access for administrators
- Activate business content DataSources remotely
- Create a security role for data load administrators

Lesson 2: Assigning Role-Based Authorizations using Templates

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Assign role-based authorizations using templates

Lesson 3: Tracing Performance Issues

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Trace performance issues

Lesson 4: Setting Up System Communication Security

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Set up system communication security
Lesson 1: Migrating Reporting Authorizations to Analysis Authorizations

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Migrate reporting authorizations to analysis authorizations
Lesson 1: Managing SAP Enterprise Portal Access for SAP BW Users

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Manage SAP Enterprise portal access for SAP BW users

Lesson 2: Publishing SAP BW Content in the SAP Enterprise Portal

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Publish SAP BW content in the SAP Enterprise portal
Lesson 1: Integrating SAP BW Security into the SAP BusinessObjects BI Platform

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Integrate SAP BW security into the SAP BusinessObjects BI platform

Lesson 2: Managing SAP BusinessObjects BI Platform Access for SAP BW Users

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

• Manage SAP BusinessObjects BI platform access for SAP BW users
Lesson 1: Differentiating Between Planning Tools

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Differentiate between planning tools

Lesson 2: Identifying the Interaction Between Planning and Other SAP BW Activities

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Identify the interaction between planning and other SAP BW activities

Lesson 3: Preventing and Troubleshooting Performance Issues

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Prevent and troubleshoot performance issues

Lesson 4: Generating Structural Authorizations from SAP ERP Human Capital Management (HCM)

Lesson Objectives
After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

- Generate structural authorizations from SAP ERP HCM